
From: David Crofts <david.crofts@gmail.com>  
Sent: Monday, 10 June 2013 03:08 PM 
Subject: RE: I LIKE SADDAM HUSSEIN BECAUSE .... 
 

I LIKE SADDAM HUSSEIN BECAUSE :- 
 
Like me && the mental health inspectors || crisis assessment team, the world beat down 
HIS & MY door for reasons that proved to be faulty.  
 
( I WAS NEVER MAD && SADDAM HAD NO WEAPONS OF MASS DESTRUCTRION !!!! ) 
 
The true rulers of the western world are those in the medical profession. They are centred 
on the FEMALE womb and they believe that they have absorbed the beating hearts of both 
MALE and FEMALE into some obscene abortion of medical sub-science !!!! 
 
What follows is my indicated correction to this sad and sorry state of world affairs :-  
 
FORCE THE MEDICAL PROFESSION TO CENTER AROUND "HIM" !!!!  
 
Saddam Hussein got it right first, way back in 1991 !!!!  
 
The traditional Arab and Muslim way, is to blow "one" MALE ball-string up into "two" 
knobs, and render the FEMALE redundant.  
 
Saddam for the first time ever, in both the western and Arab or Muslim worlds, addressed 
the most objectionable "cunt", of a country "correctly"; and like a good Arab with a 
tendency to terrorize, centred ( scent-ed ) the "cunt" around the MALE; ( or HIS semen ); 
and inserted that "ONE" concept in centre; at the expense of the typical Arab "TWO" knobs 
concept.  
 
Saddam demonstrated that he had two balls worthy any American president, and more to 
the point; my favourite one :-  
 
DICK NIXON !!!!  
 
When it comes to busting one’s own balls; no busts balls ( to the point of conscripting the 
other half of one's own cunt, of a country ) like good old Dick Nixon while confronted by a 
"stink" that the rest of the world would latter come to know as the worst Vietnam had to 
offer; or Pol Pot !!!! 
 
Poor old Herbert Walker, in 1991, got sucked in by Saddam, and "in-correctly" did to him, 
what he did to Kuwait; and with-no-reason-what-so-ever, other than that he found him to 
be an objectionable aggressive cunt, who would not stand !!!!  
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Saddam had grounds to invade Kuwait, as they had displayed all the qualities of the most 
offensive of all middle eastern countries that it is possible for any Arab to know (( other 
than Israel itself of course )). In other words, one that has let one's own cunt concept ( of a 
country ) become so cut and torn, as to have its boundary integrity, so compromised by 
western cunts of oil companies, as to have become just a joke and a disgrace to all of the 
other less penetrated self-respecting middle eastern countries.  
 
The country that had resisted the penetration of these western cunts of oil companies the 
best was Iraq; and this is perhaps a sub-conscious motivating factor behind Herbert 
Walker's fuck-up of a son's insistence on applying an in-sane-mechanical-fuck ( worthy of 
the crisis assessment team ) to Saddam after his father had done the "correct-Nixon-ball-
thing" and eventually recognized that Saddam was "not-a-bad-cunt" after all, and not worth 
busting one's balls for.  
 
When it comes to who has the superior pair of Nixon balls; when it comes to addressing an 
objectionable cunt, of a country; and the choice is between Herbert Walker and Saddam, 
clearly the prize goes to Saddam !!!! ( You must simply ignore that fuck-up "W" when it 
comes to Nixon balls ). 
 
I find that Saddam has provided a great deal of invaluable input when it comes to applying 
the indicated correction to today's problems with medical profession. Some Arab and 
Muslim doctors believe that there should be two hospital systems. One for males and one 
for females. This is only half right. The indicated solution is to apply the "quality" MALE to 
the centre of the medical profession and force the "cunts" to reverse themselves. ( Sadly, 
the Arabs and Muslims, ( other than Saddam, ) are going to have to do a degree of reversing 
themselves, and learn how to allow FEMALES to exist in the same universe as MALES. ( && 
strip away "HIS" TALIBAN-DAGES and let HER have some of "HER" TALIBAN-DAGES !!!! ))  
 
-David Crofts 
                                                                                                                                                                     
                       
P.S.                                                                                        
 
ONE, Satanically opposed, NOT-UP ( male and/or females ) ball-string, IN-CENTER; will do 
MORE-GOOD :-  TWO THE BETTER HALF :- of any schizophrenic :- than anything the medical 
profession has yet two offer !!!! 
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